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Impact of tourism on residents has been the subject of numerous studies over time. 

The impact on tourists caused by local residents and local cultural heritage has barely 

been discussed. The presumption is that a tourist needs to be confronted with something 

unfamiliar, like authenticity, regardless if it is authentic or not. It has been claimed 

that tourists sometimes do not care about authenticity. If they don´t, the greater the 

likelihood is that they will be influenced by reproduced authenticity. The concept of 

heritagization is a process to adapt use of culture heritage to promote images favorable 

for the political management. It is a final stage of a social process, where cultural 

heritage is used in order to have wished political impact on the visitors. This paper 

will analyze the role of heritagization from three different aspects by using examples 

from Transylvania in Romania, Western Pomerania in Poland and the relation between 

All Saint´s Day and Halloween in Sweden. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Impact of Tourism on Destinations over Time 

 

The interplay between tourism and cultural heritage is not always regarded 

by those involved in the preservation of heritage. This neglect stems from 

historical tensions. For example, excesses during the so called Grand Tour of 

continental Europe, when young British upper-class youth visited Europe as 

part of their education (Towner 1985), fueled a negative view of the relationship 

between tourists and heritage preservationists. A further augmentation of negative 

impacts occurred after the 1960s when a breakthrough of charter tourism occurred. 

Tourism was regarded as an endemic disease with roots in a pseudo-world 

(Boorstin 1961) or as an invasion of grasshoppers (Turner and Ash 1976) creating 

a beaten and damaged track (Buzard 1993) in the place of interest. Later on, 

tourism was regarded as part of an international economic development project 

(de Kadt 1976), more or less commodifying heritage (Cohen 1988, Ritzer and 

Liska 1997).  

Most of these views concern tourism´s impact on cultural heritage and also 

on local residents. As an exogenic phenomenon, it naturally has an impact on 

endogenic conditions at the destination. Less interest, however, has been focused 

on how cultural heritage has an impact on inhabitants andtourists, deliberately 

or unconsciously. This deliberate impact is in focus within the concept 

heritagization in which authorities, with help from theirown tourist industry, 

decide how cultural heritage should be exposed and interpreted in order to 

underpin a certain political order.  
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An example of how this is perceived is found in an interview with the 

Hungarian prime-minister Viktor Orban in a Swedish daily paper, where he 

answers the question how cultural heritage can be kidnapped by right wing 

movements in order to strengthen political interests:  

 

“This is the first time I have been confronted with the phenomenon. I have 

never thought that culture heritage can be used as fuel for chauvinistic or 

nationalistic apprehensions.‖  

(Dagens Nyheter 2018-02-09). 

 

The aim of this article is to show howheritagization has worked as such a 

political instrument in three different countries. Two of the countries are former 

communist states, Romania and Poland, where heritagization was part of the 

official policy, and one, Sweden, where political influence for a long timehas 

been officially banned. The three countries give different examples of how 

heritagization is used today.    

 

 

Background  

 

Impact of Culture Heritage on Tourism over Time 

 

Cultural heritage has been of fundamental importance for tourism for many 

reasons, including as a personal experience for the tourist (Timothyand Boyd 

2003, Poria et al. 2003, Weaver 2011),a basis for commercial activity (Robinson 

and Smith 2006), a carrier and exponent of collective memory (Walsh 1992, 

Innocenti 2015), a strengthening mechanism for the identity of local residents 

(Selwyn 1996,Yang and Wall 2009), and for the exposure of minority groups 

(Roosens 1989, Ryan andHuyton 2002). Museum keepers have used this as the 

backbone for economic survival of both museums themselves and the bases they 

stand on (Chabra 2008, Whitehead et al. 2015, Zan et al. 2015). Even if the general 

tourist seldom visits museums at home, a visit during vacations is often formulated 

as achieving “culture points” (Boniface 1995, Boissevain 1996, McIntosh and 

Prentice 1999). 

A lot of academic interest has shifted focus from tourists as a group to 

their individual perceptions of destinations. This can be manifested in a tourist 

“gaze” (Urry 1990), but also as increased interest in the tourists´ psyche and its 

impact on different behavior when choosing destinations (Plog 1991). The 

interplay has been studied between different stakeholders at a destination and 

between local residents and tourists (Russo 2002, Nilsson 2012, Connolly 2015), 

sometimes resulting in a cost-benefit analysis of the financial outcomes for 

residents and stakeholders (Lindberg and Johnson 1997). There is also a focus 

on relations between tourists and indigenous people (Butler andHinch1996), or 

even crisis resolving (Jóhannesson andHuijbens 2013). Steps have also been 

taken to discuss cross-border destinations (Eskilssonand Nilsson 2010). 
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Impact of Cultural Heritage on Tourists over Time: Authenticity and Tourists 

 

If cultural heritage influences not only tourism but also the tourists, this 

aspect has been less studied. The focus has mostly been on how heritage gives 

individual tourists an existential authenticity to consider (Cohen 1988, Atkinson 

1991). Authenticity represents the past but is perceived and consumed in the 

present. This creates some problems, since it is impossible to achieve a “true” 

perception of the past by looking at cultural heritage (Weaver 2011). Ignorance, 

together with incomplete and selective knowledge of the past, may result in an 

incomplete and selective experience (Wang 1999, Cole 2007). This can be 

deliberately used to present for the tourist a wanted picture, often described as 

a unique, special, even a-typical, character of a destination (Walsh 1992, Majkut 

2008).  

Thus, the concept of authenticity is a contradiction, showing only what exists 

for the current moment. The term migrating heritage (Innocenti 2015) would be 

more accurate to describe the concept, since actual heritage cannot give the 

whole story, but just a fleeting presentation. The tourist interest in authenticity 

has made it possible for stakeholders at a destination to present it as a commodity 

(Cohen 1988, Taylor 2001). For many tourists, an incomplete and selective 

character of authenticity seems to be irrelevant as long as it gives impressions 

of authenticity (Greenwood 1989, Hollinshead 1997, Hall et al. 2004, Dodds et 

al. 2010). However, the less tourists care about authenticity, the greater the 

likelihood is that the interpretation of heritage instead will be influenced by 

fabricated textual presentations of reproduced authenticity (McGregor 2000). 

However, it also opens opportunities for local tourism stakeholders and 

administrators to abuse cultural heritage for political purposes or for promoting 

special interests (Goulding and Domic 2009). 

 

Impact of Heritagization Processes  

 

A heritagization process aims at making inhabitants in a region feel that 

certain cultural heritage is more relevant to them than to foreigners (Walsh 

1992). By recycling old ideas and making them relevant again, they can be 

used to start a process for repossessing the past in a way that supports the legacy of 

a present political system. Exposing selected cultural heritage to tourists gives 

an opportunity to revive and contrast obsolete phenomena with everyday 

habituations or performances (Backhaus 2008). For example, authorities and 

museum keepers by highlighting these ideas can offer possibilities for locals to 

create a feeling of solidarity (Poria et al. 2003, Geyzen 2014). This can be 

deliberately confirmed by highlighting differences between them and the “others” 

so that this differentiation will legitimize a specifically desired social order 

(Poria and Ashworth 2009).  

By imposing a certain view of the past to visitors, local history is glorified 

and made congruent with existing nationalist ideas. Examples of this kind of 

branding are evident around the world. Viking heritage museums in Scotland 

show that battles between Scots and Vikings normally were won by the Scots, 
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while deliberately arranged tourist attractions in Scandinavia show how those 

battles normally were won by the Vikings (Halewood and Hannam 2001, Lyngnes 

and Sletvold 2007). Oii (2007) shows how the image of Denmark intentionally 

is arranged to select attractions that fulfill the branding of Copenhagen, and 

thus the country as a whole, like the Little Mermaid, Zoo and Tivoli. Museums 

and heritage sites in Croatia are used as a reification of Croatia´s glorious 

history when it departed from Turkey (Massey et al. 2003). In South Korea, 

festivals and museums act as symbolic mechanisms through which national 

belonging can be reconstructed and communicated (Park 2010). 

Accordingly, heritagization as a cultural paradigm can use cultural heritage 

both as a frame of mind and abuse it as an idea to promote a political interpretation 

of heritage (Chabra et al. 2003, Connerton 2009, Borevi 2011). The reference 

to culture heritage can sometimes be very sweeping or radical, hidden or 

purposely chosen. The focus is often on ideas instead of objects with the intention 

to interpret history for one’s own advantage (Tunbridge and Ashworth 1996, 

Wight and Lennon 2007, Nilsson 2017). The object is to define the “other” as a 

threat to the existing order. Instead of talking about “we” as something common 

for the group, they talk about what distinguishes the group from others. This 

makes it about fear instead of fellowship (Cole 2007, Connolly 2015, Innocenti 

2015).  

 

 

Theory 

 

The idea of this paper is to exemplify how the impact of a heritagization 

process transforms both the cultural heritage and the local residents at a given 

destination. The impact of tourism on cultural heritage is fundamental, either 

through forms of living, artifacts or references to a collective memory. The impact 

of cultural heritage on tourists has been less studied and has mostly been on 

how individuals try to find existential authenticity by seeking their own selves, 

giving them a conscious and active role. 

However, an incomplete and selective knowledge of the past makes the 

authenticity of cultural heritage influenced by a conscious intention to present a 

favourable view of the object. As a post-modern reaction to that, it is increasingly 

stated that the concept is a non-problem, since it is irrelevant whether something is 

real or false, original or copy, reality or symbol. 

Explicitly, the heritagization process is a process from a function of a place, 

developed by ethnic, religious or social conditions, towards a situation 

characterized by more or less obsolete traditions, in order to promote certain, often 

nationalistic, ideas. The goal in these situations is to establish political control 

over the acculturation process. The less tourists care about authenticity, the greater 

the likelihood is that they instead will be influenced by fabricated textual 

representations of reproduced authenticity. This critic of the concept of 

authenticity, saying that it lies in the viewer´s eye, gives opportunities for local 

tourism stakeholders and administrators to use cultural heritage for political 

purposes or for promoting special interests. 
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Method 

 

Material for elucidating the concept of heritagization is taken from literature 

studies. This has been compared with interviews and material gathered by personal 

visits to Western Pomerania (former Hinterpomern) in Poland and to Transylvania 

in Romania, in 2008 and 2016, respectively. For the case of All Saints´ Day and 

Halloween, material has been taken fromthe author’s own experiences andfrom 

Swedish newspapers. 

 

 

Cases 

 
1. Transylvania 

 

Background 

 

Transylvania, located in the Carpathian mountain range, has a diversified 

history. Dacia was the original name of Transylvania, and it was incorporated 

by Rome in 101 AD and was used for deported Romans (Wheeler 1955, 

Korneman 1963). The name Transylvania, transsilva, through the forest, 

originates from the Roman time. The Huns invaded the area in 376, and after 

they disappeared, the region was dominated by Austrians and Hungarians 

(Thompson 1948). During the 13
th
century, Saxonians, who were German-speaking 

immigrants, founded towns in Transylvania and gave it the German name, 

Siebenbürgen, meaning the seven cities (Lazar 1996). Hungarians took control 

of Transylvania in the 11
th

 century and in 1526, Turkish Ottomans took over.  

From 1686, Transylvania became part of the Habsburg Monarchy under 

Hungary with the name Erdély, meaning the same as Siebenbürgen. At the 

Versailles Conference in 1919, the Habsburg monarchy, as a loser in the war, 

was split and Hungary became a separate state, but without Transylvania (Taylor 

1961; Paşcu & Ladd 1990). Transylvania was instead merged with the newly 

founded state Romania (Rockberger 2006; Palme 2017). Together with the 

Romanian-speaking regions, Moldau and Valakiet, it has been part of Romania 

since then with a mixed population. This explains why Transylvania is split 

between interests from both Romania and Hungary, and why Hungarian cultural 

heritage is despised by the Romanian speaking majority. The most flagrant 

example is how the Hungarian hero MattiasCorvinus from Cluj is transformed 

into a national hero in Romanian Transylvania (Lendvai 2004).   
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Figure 1. Transylvania during the 17
th

 Century 

 
 

In 1919, the population of Transylvania was mixed: 40% Hungarian speaking 

and 60% Romanian speaking. The proportion of Hungarians declined as more 

of the region's inhabitants moved into urban areas. The expropriation of the 

estates of Magyar magnates, the distribution of lands to the Romanian peasants, 

and the policy of cultural “Romaniazation” were major causes of friction between 

Hungary and Romania.  

 

CeauşescuPeriod 

 

During the communist regime under Ceauşescu, efforts were made to 

constitute a Romanianstate as a national entity. According to the results of the 

2011 Population Census, the total population of Transylvania was 6,789,250 

and the ethnic groups included Romanians (70%) and Hungarians (18%), 

(Verdery 1983, Varga 1999). It is also difficult to measure since people do not 

always openly declare they are Hungarian-speaking (Varga 1999). People were 

moved from Moldavia to Transylvania, officially because of a labor force 

shortage during the industrialization period of Transylvania. Another cause was 

probably an establishment of an identity creation process in Transylvania as 

part of Romania, as well as an ethnic cleansing begun with efforts to define a 

Romanian common cultural heritage.  

The move of people from Moldavia radically strengthened the Romanian 

speaking part of Transylvania and diminished the Hungarian influence in the 

region. It also diminished the Transylvanian culture since Moldavians were 

foreigners even to the original Romanian inhabitants in Transylvania (Sweeney 

1991). The existing cultural heritage had to adopt Romanian culture, but not 
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religion. Religion had not been of decisive importance for the inhabitants, and 

churches were easily adapted to the manifold of religions in the region. The 

public buildings could also go on with their function, according to the idea that 

the form was kept even if the content was changed
1
.   

In Hungary, the partition of the country after World War I, according to 

the Peace of Versaille in 1919 signed by the victorious states in World War I, 

was hard to accept both for politicians and citizens. Hungary lost the eastern 

part of the Habsburg monarchy (Kontler 2009, Cartledge 2011). The first prime-

minister, JózefAntall, said after the fall of the wall in 1990 that he wanted to be 

prime minister not only for 12 million Hungarians who lived in Hungary, but 

also for 3 million living in the bordering countries (Nagy-Talavera 2001, Byström 

2014). This was not a popular sentiment in neighboring countries or in the rest of 

Europe and could not be realized. Efforts were made, however, to repatriate these 

Hungarians to Hungary. In 1998, the Hungarian government gave them Hungarian 

IDs. The reaction in Europe in general and in Romania in particular resulted in 

worse terms for Hungarian speaking inhabitants in Transylvania (Palme 2017). 

 

Figure 2. Hungarians in- and Outside Hungary 

 
 

However, the fall of the communist regime in Romania changed the 

preconditions for the Hungarian heritagization process. Its aim to control both 

local residents and tourists became less and less viable to maintain (Ghermani 

1986). A more multicultural situation occurred and inbound tourists brought ideas 

and traditions to Transylvania
2
. 

 
                                                           
1
 Interview by the author with professor in Geography, Vasile Surd, Babeş-BolyaiUniversitty, 

Cluj, Romania, May 22, 2014. 
2
 Interview by the author with professor in Geography, Diana-Elena Alexandru, Babeş-Bolyai 

Universitty, Cluj, Romania, October 23 2015. 
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Heritagization in Transylvania 

 

During the medieval time up to the end of World War I, the Habsburg 

monarchy, first called Austria and from 1866 the Dual Monarchy of Austria/ 

Hungary, Austrians and Hungarians dominated Transylvania. During the 19
th

 

century, nationalism characterized Europe. Romania was one of the results of 

this trend, and from 1919 Romania took over the rule of Transylvania. In Moldau 

and Valaky, over 90% of the inhabitants are Romanian-speaking and thus, the 

cultural heritage is accepted and embraced by the Romanians (Mallows 2008). 

Transylvania, on the other hand, is because of its history one of the most multi-

ethnic regions in Europe. The most visited “heritage” site is the home of Dracula 

in Sighisoara. The city of Cluj-Napoca (Hungarian Kolozsvár and German 

Klausenburg), the capital of the region, has several elements of heritagization. 

In the Mathia House in central Cluj, the Hungarian hero MathiaCorvinus was 

born in 1443 according to tradition. He became king of Hungary in 1458 and 

vied (in vain) for becoming emperor of Austria. In Cluj, there are several churches 

representing several religions, such as St. Michael’s Church, which is a Gothic 

styleRoman Catholic site, and the Orthodox Cathedral, built in 1933. There are 

also there are other churches, each representing different branches of religion 

that have dominated Transylvania: the Protestant Church, the Reformed Church, 

and the Unitarian Church. They are all situated close to each other in the city 

center and all were built in the 19th century (Stan and Turcescu 2007, Mallows 

2008). The Banffy Palace was built between 1774 and 1775. It is considered 

the most representative for the baroque style of Transylvania. The first owner 

of the palace was the Hungarian Duke GyörgyBánffy (1746–1822), the governor 

of Transylvania. It has over time hosted the Transylvanian governor, the National 

Guard, an open-air-cinema, coffee shops and today the Art Museum (Mallows 

2008). 

The Babeș-Bolyai University is a public university. It is, with more than 

40,000 students, a dominant university in the country with roots dating back to 

the Hungarian period as a Jesuit monastery, and later as a Hungarian speaking 

university from 1872 to 1959. It then became a joint Hungarian and Romanian-

speaking state university, named after the prominent Transylvanian scientists 

Victor Babeș, a Romanian-speaking bacteriologist, and János Bolyai, a Hungarian- 

speaking mathematician (Marga et al. 2010). 

 

Final Comments 

 

Political efforts to underpin the Romanian influence in Transylvania are 

obvious, even if the authorities try to present them as natural and not 

discriminatory against Hungarians. Interviews with ordinary people in Cluj 

indicated that the Hungarians are not discriminated against, and rather the 

influx of Romanians is the reason for a relative decrease in numbers. Hungarian 

inhabitants, however, are not easy to interview regarding discrimination because 

they feel afraid or inconvenienced to use their language. 

http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ungerska
http://architecture/
http://architecture/
http://church/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baroque
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transylvania
http://does/
http://babeș/
http://bolyai/
http://people/
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In a post-communist country like Romania, the politicization of culture 

and cultural heritage has a long tradition. It would be remarkable if that tradition 

disappeared from one day to another. For Romania, heritagization is obviously 

seen as a natural method to unite Romania and thereby make Transylvania 

more “Romanian”. Hungary, also a post-communist country, has similar ambitions 

to reunite all Hungarian-speaking people in Europe and thereby counteract the 

effects of the Verdun treaty. They try to use all possible means to start a 

heritagization process among Hungarian-speaking people in Transylvania, but 

with meager results (Brubaker et al. 2006). Thus, these two countries have in 

common that they try throughheritagization to change a state of order, inherited 

from the communist time.Yet both seem to have difficulties achieving what 

they intend. 

 
2. Western Pomerania  

 

Background 

 

Poland was in 1795 divided between Russia, Austria and Germany, but it 

arose again after World War I at the expense of the losers in the war, the same 

powers that once divided the country (Davies 2001, Palmer 2005, Šwięcicki 

2008a). In 1945, Poland changed its place on the map once more, through a 

geographically westward move to Western Pomerania (Hinterpomern). The 

German inhabitants there had to flee to the rest of Germany (Beevor 2002, 

Toland 2003). An agreement between Stalin and Churchill confirmed that river 

Oder-Neisse should function as a new border between Germany and Poland, 

the so called Curzon line (see figure 1). Poles from Eastern Poland, now part of 

Belorussia, were forced to move to the depopulated Western Pomerania (Gerner et 

al. 2002, Šwięcicki 2008b, Applebaum 2012). 

 

Figure 3.Poland after World War II 

 
 

The populations on both sides of the river Oder-Neisse were strangers to 

each other with nothing in common and with no interests from either side to 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8d/Curzon_line_en.svg
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communicate over the river. It resulted in a real and rather impenetrable wall 

with Germany, as well as an identity-problem among the new inhabitants on 

the east side of the river. 

 

The ―New‖ Poland After 1945 

 

During the period from 1945 to 1989, the communist regime did not try to 

deprive the Poles of their cultural heritage, but rather tried to adapt it to forms 

not contradictory to the communist rule; this was probably due to the fact that 

the population was thoroughly religious (Johnsson 2017). The churches were 

still allowed to function if they did not violate the spirit and politics of the 

party. However, the geographical move westwards forced the new communist 

regime to “remake” the history of the country. They did it by launching a project 

called “1000 Years of History” where the “new” Poland was presented as an 

old entity with a common history for the past 1000 years, despite its new 

localization. To complete this considerable undertaking, it was necessary to delete 

some parts of history, highlight other parts, and interpret them in a way suitable 

for creating commonality (Lukowski and Zawadski 2001, Snyder 2004, Zamoyski 

2005, Johnsson 2017).  

After the fall of the wall in 1990, communist ideology vanished, and two 

different ideological traditions were revived: one was Europe-oriented, and thus 

liberal and tolerant (Michnik and Ost 1992, Bartoszewski and Friszke 2010), while 

the other was Poland-oriented, and thus Catholic and conservative (Drakulić 

1992). The former dominated from the start, but during the first decade of the 

21
st
 century the value conservative tradition gained ground. A “back to the 

roots” movement concerning cultural heritage began (Šwięcicki 2009).  

The problems with the new interpretation of German cultural heritage in 

Western Pomerania were obvious. There were many remnants of historical ties 

to various times and places, and the Slavic population had to accommodate its 

own culture within the layers of an 800-year-old German culture. This in turn 

had to fit within the new, politically inspired, 1000-years-of-history concept. 

For the newcomers, it was necessary to make a “showroom” of their own in order 

to give them an identity to live within this space regardless of origin (Bartoszewski 

2007). Today, the communist period is over, and there are again new ideas about 

how to look upon the cultural heritage and recapture the past
3
. 

 

Recycling Old Cultural Heritage – Churches and Manor Houses in Western 

Pomerania 

 

The cathedral in Koszalin was built during Roman-Catholic times in the 

15
th 

century. The Reformation during the 16
th

century made Western Pomerania 

evangelical, and so the cathedral changed rituals and ceremonies in order to 

function as a Protestant church. After World War II, the in-moving Slavic 

population was Catholic and cathedrals became Roman-Catholic churches again. 

                                                           
3
 Interview 23/10 2008 with Marta Adamczak, Intendent of Koscalin Regional Museum. 
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The Catholic minority in Koszalin had in 1869 built a church of their own, 

which now has become a Protestant evangelical church for the new minority. 

Some of the incomers after the war were Orthodox, and so they built an Orthodox 

church. Despite Poland in general being deeply Catholic, churches and religion 

seem not to have created fights and troubles.
4
 

The German churches were the only obvious and concrete milestones from 

the previous history, and which did not change in purpose. The communist 

regime did not dare to use these churches in Western Pomerania for profane 

tasks, like in Russia, and decided obviously to turn a blind eye to them. Why 

not reuse them in accordance with the present ideology? The same idea was 

used concerning the manor houses. During the communist period, manor houses 

were taken over by the state and used for practical things, mostly as storage for 

grain or as tool sheds. This is representative of a claim according to many planners 

that form can very well be the same even if function changes (Poria and Ashworth 

2009). The use of these places had to be assimilated into the life and customs 

of the new settlers.
5
 Today, many of them are restored to their original shape, 

but with new functions, such as joint-venture businesses, private homes, centers 

for cultural activities, or meeting points for artists.
6
 

 

Cultural Heritage without Roots in Existing Culture 

 

The immigrants, normally coming from rural areas, were not familiar with 

the sea. From the Middle Ages onwards, the coastline had been of high importance 

for Western Pomerania as a transport route. The development of steamboats 

established a new type of infrastructure by including tours to seaside resorts 

dominated by privately-owned, often small-scale, enterprises up to the 1930s. 

The Nazis changed the scale of the resorts to become exclusive residences for 

politicians and officers. When the Soviet Union took over, they did not change 

the style, but replaced the occupants with communist politicians and officers 

(Gerner et al. 2002, Palmer 2005). 

The situation after the fall of the wall has changed most of the large-scale 

seaside resort culture to a market-oriented development populated by small-

scale entrepreneurs mixed with investments by major hotel chains; there are 

now only a few reminders of the previous eras (Bartoszewski andFriszke 2010). 

The launching of “1000 years of history” became an inspiration to search 

for roots from before the German period and from a Slavic origin. This search 

received assistance from the labor of industrious 19
th 

century German 

archaeologists. The Germans mapped their findings with both accuracy and 

exactitude (Salter 2000). Today, these maps form an important base for 

investigations for encouraged researchers. The National Museum of Szczecin 

                                                           
4
 Inerviews with ordinary people and administrators in Koscalin October 2008 and 2016. 

5
 Examples of churches, visited by the author, still in use despite their German protestant 

background: Unieścieingotic style and Wozewoin a modest style.  
6
 Manor houses, visited by the author: Gaşkimanor house, used for public activities within 

associations, private manor house at Radew river,  Cetuń palace previously owned by  family 

Siemens but today used as an elderly home. 
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and the Regional Museum of Koszalin have from 1974 to 1989 supported 

archeological investigations and have presented them in research reports 

(Wołągiewicz 1977, Breske et al. 2015). The museum in Koszalin has an 

exhibition of the findings of the area. A showroom for tourists has been 

established in Grzybnica, a municipality of Mostowo (20 km south of Koszalin), 

with the most sensational findings: KamienneKręgi, The Stone Circles, from the 

1
st
 and 2

nd
 centuries AD (Nòtągiewicz andHakuła 2001).  

 

Final Comments 

 

For Western Pomerania, heritagization became a process that the newcomers 

had to adopt, despite the fact that there was not very much for them to adapt to, 

not even such a basic thing as food traditions (Geyzen 2014). However, there 

was a cultural heritage they could identify with: the Slavic pre-historic period. 

Furthermore, there was actually another piece of cultural heritage present in 

their lives: the German houses in which they now lived. After a generation, the 

agony and aversion to the former owners started to fade away and was replaced 

by a curiosity among the new generation to find out the history of the houses. 

As a result, some inhabitants have consciously started to seek the former 

owners in Germany for a mutual, friendly contact in order to gain more knowledge 

about the cultural heritage of Western Pomerania
7
. This has also resulted in a 

readiness for the museums in Stettin and Koszalin to open their archives with 

former German settlers.Today, a new wave of a “back-to-the-roots” movement 

has appeared in Poland with a conscious effort to use thisheritagization as a 

process to transform the country.  

 

3. Celebration of Halloween, All Saints Day and All Souls Day in Sweden 

 

Background 

 

There is an almost total mix and confusion in Sweden on what concerns 

All Saints Day, All Souls Day and Halloween. All Saints Day was celebrated 

in Sweden, according to the Roman Catholic traditions, from medieval times to 

1772, despite the fact that Lutherans stopped the idea of saints in Sweden 

already in 1527. The concept of All Saints Day was, however, re-introduced in 

1953 and the Parliament decided that the day should be celebrated on a 

Saturday between the 31
st
 of October and 6

th
 of November under the name 

allhelgonadagen, which has opened for an abridged or confused mix of All 

Souls Day and All Saints Day, since the Sunday after All Saints Day became 

labeled All Souls Day. The whole weekend is called Allhelgona, which underlines 

the confusion regarding what is a celebration of saints and dead relatives, 

respectively (Lilja 1998, Herlitz 2007, Skog 2008, Bexell 2015). 

Halloween is a short form for All Hallows Eve and is nowadays said to 

trace back to a Celtic tradition, Samhain, which was celebrated during the 

                                                           
7
 Interview with Marta Adamczak, Koszalin Museum 29.10. 2008  
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medieval period in Ireland on October 31, partly as a symbol for the end of 

summer and beginning of winter. This gave the celebration a kind of borderline 

significance, and it became connected to a night when the dead returned to earth. 

Fires were lit to scare them away. The tradition was brought to the USA by 

Irish immigrants in the 1840s (Rehnberg 1965, Rogers 2002, Santino 2009).  

 

Integration Forms 

 

Modernism and globalization give opportunities for international imports 

leading to cultural exchange (Boissevain 1996). Drivers can be characterized 

by swiftness due to attraction (Herlitz 2007), prediction for multiplicity (Hall et 

al. 2004), wishes for individual freedom (Ryan & Huyton 2002), an inherent 

capacity of success in the message (Santino 2009), juvenile vitality (Lilja 1998), or 

comfort vitality (MacCannell 1973, Urry 2001). Especially young people seem 

to be susceptible to such an exchange of ideas (Nuryanti 1996, Zan et al. 2015). 

These drivers may result in a process where individuals or groups adapt to traits 

from other countries, more or less successfully, by different strategies, like 

separation, assimilation, and acculturation (Borevi 2011, Nilsson 2015). 

Separation is a counter strategy that involves efforts to maintain only one’s own 

cultural heritage, because of disdain for the new culture. Assimilation is 

relinquishing one’s own cultural heritage, while adopting a new culture. 

Acculturation is a situation where you totally accept the new culture and feel 

part of it. If you don´t want to adapt a new culture, it often results in 

marginalization, a strategy where you distance yourself from both the old and 

new cultures (Herlitz 2007, Nilsson 2013). 

 

All Saints Day and Halloween, a Culture Heritage Clash 

 

Halloween was established in Europe after World War II but was celebrated 

only in narrow, and more or less aristocratic, circles and among students, often 

in the form of a “Halloween ball”. In the 1990s, it became more popular and is 

now as common as the celebration of All Saints Day. Knowledge of the holiday 

was spread from the USA by TV series, movies, books, and the Internet, but 

also by personal contacts, especially exchange students (Pells 1997, Rogers 2002, 

Palmer 2014). The concept is not a strictly defined issue; people of different 

ages celebrate it differently, as do people in different regions, whether rural, 

urban, and suburban. The very designation of the day has also varied over time 

and across space (Santino 2009). 

The appearance of Halloween in Sweden evoked a lot of criticism. It was 

contrasted to the serious and serene celebrations of All Saints Day and All 

Souls Day. It was described as a superstitious, superficial, and commercial 

American stunt with its playful view on death (Herlitz 2007, Santino 2009, 

Fieldhouse 2017). However, the main activity among the youngsters, the “trick 

or treat”, or begging in disguise, is nothing new in Sweden. The annual celebration 

of Saint Lucia on December 13th was established before the 20
th

 century, and 

was accompanied by youngsters in disguise, marching around at night, singing 
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and making noise in order to claim money to avoid mischief (Lilja 1998). The 

tradition of young girls dressing up as witches at Easter and asking for money 

has also been common in Sweden for at least the two last centuries (Skott 2002). 

Moreover, at harvest festivals, burlesque pranks were common (Lilja 1998). 

 

Manipulating the Past for Hegemonic Design 

 

From the Lutheran state church, but also from the Calvin nonconformist 

church, Halloween was opposed in Sweden. The main criticism was grounded 

on a fear that Halloween would become a holiday for the children and thereby 

be out of the control of the church and parents. This criticism was added to an 

already negative view regarding Americanisation of Swedish cultural life (Lilja 

1998). The pagan traits in Halloween harassed many Christian believers (Herlitz 

2007), but it has also been regarded as a possibility for the church to put forward 

the celebration of All Souls Day as a counter-attack. The tradition of lighting 

candles on the graves has been encouraged and actually increased. On the 

websites of different churches, there is special information about the concepts 

of All Saints Day and All Souls Day, including their actual meanings and the 

different events that take place on these days. The acculturation process has 

slowly changed from being characterized by separation to being defined by 

integration and biculturalism. 

An expression of that change is the way the press reported on these events 

after some time. SydsvenskaDagbladet (31/10) comments on the 2009 celebration 

as follows: “The candles on the graves and the tourists´ serene, almost whispering, 

conversations, is warming on one of the special days of the church year.” 

SkånskaDagbladet (16/10) states that “All Saints Day is [compared to Halloween] 

our own tradition when we celebrate the memory of the saints and the dead.” 

The main message of these articles is that both traditions can live together and 

develop. 

Business life in Sweden has regarded Halloween with an integration 

process characterized by assimilation. The commercialised Halloween celebrations 

have been of great interest for commercial life, and thus assimilation has become 

something for which to strive. Even All Saints Day includes commercial benefits 

and makes integration something desirable. As one of Lilja’s (1998) respondents 

puts it: “All Souls Day is not any longer just a funeral in Sweden. Now it also 

means party (p. 75).   

 

Final Comments 

 

The outcome of this meeting between a domestic and an adopted tradition 

would not have become so integrated in Swedish traditional life if it had not 

been welcomed by the staff of nursery and primary schools. They saw possibilities 

to engage children in something that really caught their interests and imagination. 

There was probably not very much discussion within the staff concerning the 

content and symbolism in Halloween. Halloween has become more or less a 

part of the curriculum for these schools all over Sweden. The church has thus 
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taken advantage of this acculturation process and has turned more and more to 

relinquishing the old traditions, All Saints Day, and promoting the adoption of 

Halloween (Herlitz 2007). 

The process is a typical heritagization process but with broad, though not 

total, backing by citizens. The success is probably due to a lack of political 

interference and a blessing from the state church in Sweden. According to the 

Swedish Church itself around 40% of its members (4 million out of 10 million), 

which means about 10 to 20% of visitors, are present at sermons on Sundays 

(SvenskaKyrkansUtredningar 2015:2). The non-state churches are probably more 

negative to Halloween, but they are probably too split to become a strong factor of 

opposing opinion.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The impact of cultural tourism is at least two-fold: on the host society and 

on the tourists themselves. The impact on the host society is, beside the economic 

and social consequences of tourism, often a matter of strengthened self-esteem 

and perceptions of one’s own identity. The impact on the tourists lies in providing 

a wide spectrum of experience. It has to do with the fulfillment of expectations, 

the perception of events, the attractions experienced, and in the end the memories 

of the experience. Cultural heritage is a necessary base from which the 

heritagization process must work. The process aims at establishing solidarity 

among members of a group. 

The case of Transylvania shows how the Soviet view of cultural heritage 

as a political instrument for unifying citizens still is in use in Romania to some 

degree. The remnants of Hungarian cultural heritage in Transylvania are now 

labeled as Romanian. In the recently democratized Romania, the aim of the 

heritagization process is used to unite the country with the Romanian language 

as the basic tool.  

The example from Western Pomerania shows how the democratization 

process has become more mature. In this example, it is no longer necessary for 

the inhabitants to see the Germans as enemies. The open border to Germany 

has influenced new inhabitants to seek roots both in pre-historical findings and 

in contacts with tourists from West. Accepting this from the democratic regime 

in Poland has diminished the political steering of cultural heritage.  

All Saints Day in Sweden shows that it is possible to mix two origins and 

perceptions of cultural heritage, and especially how tourism has had a considerable 

impact on such a mix. The introduction of Halloween to Sweden inspired a lot 

of objections, but the very stable administrative system managed to make 

compromises and gave space for both phenomena, sometimes side-by-side.   
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